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Stabilization of discrete port-Hamiltonian dynamics
via interconnection and damping assignment

Alessio Moreschini1,2, Mattia Mattioni1, Salvatore Monaco1 and Dorothée Normand-Cyrot2

Abstract—The paper deals with interconnection and damping
assignment for discrete-time port-Hamiltonian systems. Based on
a novel state representation, suitably shaped to address energy-
based control design, the nonlinear discrete-time controller is
characterized and the solution is explicitly computed in the linear
case. The design worked out on the exact sampled-data model of
a mechanical system confirms the effectiveness of the controller.

Index Terms—Energy systems, Lyapunov methods, Sampled-
data control.

I. INTRODUCTION

PORT-HAMILTONIAN dynamics introduced in [1] en-
compass a broad class of physical systems including

mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and many others [2]. They
are issued from network-inspired modeling and concern dy-
namics endowed with a Hamiltonian function along with
power-conserving interconnection and energy dissipating com-
ponents. As well known, port-Hamiltonian systems provide a
natural setup for the development of passivity-based control
(PBC) as well as strategies based on energy management,
as Energy Shaping (ES) and Interconnection and Damping
Assignment (IDA-PBC), widely discussed in [3]–[5] and ref-
erences therein.

Port-Hamiltonian representations and energy-based control
strategies have essentially been discussed in continuous time
what is often not sufficient in practice for real-time applica-
tions, as haptics or telemanipulation among others. In fact,
physical processes require a Hamiltonian reformulation in a
discrete-time framework so allowing for the design of ad hoc
digital control laws.

In spite of a growing interest of the community for modeling
Hamiltonian structures in discrete time in various mathemati-
cal set-ups [6]–[14], a well identified state-space representation
endorsing the required interconnection and energy balance
properties is still not available, in particular for developing
control-oriented designs. However, a shared basic tool is the
discrete gradient function [15] which properly expresses the
variation of a function (the Hamiltonian) between two points.
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Accordingly, the proposed discrete-time dynamics [7]–[14]
are suitably shaped to model the power change in terms
of dissipated and supplied energy although many difficulties
inherent to the discrete-time context remain: the state-space
dynamics is unavoidably implicitly defined, the notion of
passivity invoked to define a power conjugate output is unclear
and the invariance of the form under feedback is a challenging
problem. Partial solutions to these problems are only described
in the literature even for discrete-time dynamics issued from
sampling that by construction somehow match the energetic
behavior of the continuous-time form [6], [16], [17]. In that
case, the solutions developed are approximate and strongly
sensitive to the sampling period.

To handle these difficulties, a novel representation of port
Hamiltonian dynamics in a purely discrete-time context has
been proposed by the authors in [18]. In particular, such form
has been shown to be suitably shaped to define a conjugate
passivating output relying on the notion of discrete-time
average passivity introduced in [19]. An average passivity-
based feedback has also been shown in [18] to get asymptotic
stability by increasing the damping.

It must be noted that the adequacy of these forms is
reinforced by a sampled-data oriented study which shows
that such representations are recovered under exact sampling
thanks to suitably constructed interconnection and damping
matrices depending on the sampling period. This is discussed
in [20] when referring to a quadratic Hamiltonian function and
constant interconnection and damping matrices.

In the present paper, we further exploit the discrete-time
structure proposed in [18] to discuss energy management
strategies. More precisely, we set the problem of asymptotic
stabilization towards a target equilibrium that corresponds to
the energy minimum of a new Hamiltonian function. Fol-
lowing the lines of the continuous-time set-up [3], [4], the
question is formulated in terms of feedback passivation with
respect to a new Hamiltonian function with possibly new
interconnection and damping components. Since in discrete
time the main difficulty stands in the preservation of the
Hamiltonian structure under feedback, the notion of admis-
sible equilibria is introduced. Then, the problem solvability
is lead to the solution of a nonlinear algebraic equation.
The proposed controller is further specified to the linear-time
invariant (LTI) case where a necessary and sufficient condition
is given together with an explicit feedback solution. Finally,
the IDA-PBC controller is computed on the exact sampled-
data equivalent model of a mechanical case study allowing a
comparison with the literature [9]–[11].



The paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation
is given in Section II. Section III discusses the discrete IDA-
PBC approach for nonlinear discrete-time port-Hamiltonian
dynamics. In Section IV the approach is developed for LTI
systems. In Section V the proposed control scheme is applied
to the sampled-data equivalent dynamics of a mechanical
example and compared to the present literature. Concluding
remarks are in Section VI.

Notations: Functions and vector fields are assumed smooth
and complete over the respective definition spaces. R and N
denote the set of real and natural numbers including 0. For any
vector z ∈ Rn, ‖z‖ and z> define respectively the norm and
transpose of z. The superscript † denotes the pseudoinverse,
z† = (z>z)−1z>. Given a square matrix R and z ∈ Rn, the
weighted square norm is defined as ‖z‖2R := z>Rz. Id denotes
the identity matrix. Given a twice continuously differentiable
function S(·) : Rn → R, ∇S represents its gradient vector
and ∇2S its Hessian matrix.

II. RECALLS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Discrete port-Hamiltonian system

The notion of discrete gradient function is first recalled from
[15], [21].

Definition 2.1 (Discrete gradient): Given S(·) : Rn → R, a
smooth real-valued function, its discrete gradient is a vector-
valued function of two variables ∇̄S(v, w) : Rn × Rn →
Rn (denoted ∇̄S|wv := ∇̄S(v, w) = col(∇̄1S|wv · · · ∇̄nS|wv ))
satisfying for all v, w ∈ Rn the variational equality

(w − v)>∇̄S|wv = S(w)− S(v),

with ∇̄S|vv = ∇S(v) set for continuity argument.
According to Definition 2.1, for v = col(v1, . . . , vn) and

w = col(w1, . . . , wn), the discrete gradient function can be
computed component-wise through the integral form

∇̄iS|wv =
1

wi − vi

∫ wi

vi

∂S(w1, ..., wi−1, ξ, vi+1, ..., vn)

∂ξ
dξ.

The discrete port-Hamiltonian form we deal with has been
recently proposed in [18].

Definition 2.2: A discrete single-input/single-output port-
Hamiltonian system with smooth Hamiltonian function H(·) :
Rn → R is described as

x+(u) = x+ (J(x)−R(x))∇̄H|x
+

x + g(x, u)u (1a)

y(x, u) = g>(x, u)∇̄H|x
+(u)
x+ (1b)

with u ∈ R, x ∈ Rn, controlled dynamics x+(u), and drift
dynamics x+ := x+(0) implicitly described by

x+ = x+ (J(x)−R(x))∇̄H|x
+

x

where J(x) = −J>(x) and R(x) = R>(x) � 0 are the
interconnection and damping matrices.
In the form (1), time-dependencies are dropped out for the
ease of notation. For all k ≥ 0, we denote x := xk, u := uk,
so that (1a) defines the one-step ahead state evolution that is
x+(u) = x+

k (uk) := xk+1.

It must be pointed out that equation (1a) does not provide an
explicit representation for the drift, x+, and it is generically
nonlinear with respect to the control variable u. Moreover,
passivity holds with respect to the so defined conjugate output
map (1b). To analyze this aspect, the one step variation of the
Hamiltonian function is computed as

∆H(x) := H(x+(u))−H(x)

= ∇̄>H|x
+

x (J(x)−R(x))∇̄H|x
+

x + ∇̄>H|x
+(u)
x+ g(x, u)u

with in particular, ‖∇̄H|x+

x ‖2J ≡ 0. The equality above is at
the basis of the properties below.

1) Any critical point xe of the Hamiltonian H(x), namely
∇̄H|xe

xe
= ∇H(x?) = 0 is an equilibrium point of (1a).

xe is said to be non-degenerate if ∇H2(xe) 6= 0.
2) If H(xe) < H(x) for all x in the neighborhood of

xe, then the equilibrium point xe is stable with Lya-
punov function H(x); moreover, it is asymptotically
stable if the largest invariant set contained in {x ∈
Rn | ||∇̄H|x+

x ||2R = 0} is {xe}.
3) Qualifying H(x) as a storage function, the dynamics (1a)

is passive with respect to the conjugate output (1b) with
dissipation inequality

∆H(x)=− ||∇̄H|x
+

x ||2R + ∇̄>H|x
+(u)
x+ g(x, u)u

≤ ug>(x, u)∇̄H|x
+(u)
x+

and, for any k ≥ 0, discrete energy balance equality

H(xk)−H(x0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
stored energy

=

k−1∑
i=0

∇̄>H|x
+
i (ui)

x+
i

g(xi, ui)ui︸ ︷︷ ︸
supplied energy

−
k−1∑
i=0

∇̄>H|x
+
i
xi R(xi)∇̄H|

x+
i
xi︸ ︷︷ ︸

dissipated energy

. (EBE)

Differently from those in the literature, the proposed port-
Hamiltonian system (1) allows to separate into the energy
balance equation (EBE) the total dissipated energy from the
supplied one.

B. Problem statement

The control objective we address stands in the assignment
of a given equilibrium while preserving the port-Hamiltonian
structure. More precisely, the problem consists in stabilizing
the port-Hamiltonian system (1a) at a desired equilibrium
point, say x?, by possibly assigning through feedback a
new Hamiltonian function Hd(x) with a minimum in x?.
As not all x? ∈ Rn can be assigned to (1a), the class of
admissible equilibria must be characterized. For, we can give
the following definition.

Definition 2.3: x? ∈ Rn is an admissible equilibrium for
(1a) if it is contained in the set

E := {x ∈ Rn | g⊥(x, u)(J(x)−R(x))∇H(x) = 0,

for some u ∈ R},



with g⊥(x, u) denoting the left-hand side annihilator of g(x, u)
(i.e., g⊥(x, u)g(x, u) = 0, for all (x, u) ∈ Rn × R). Any u
corresponding to x? is denoted by u?.
On this basis, the following discrete-time IDA-PBC problem
can be formulated.

DT-IDA-PBC problem: Given (1a) and x? ∈ E , find ū(x) :
Rn → R verifying u? = ū(x?) such that for u = ū(x) +v the
system takes the port-Hamiltonian form

x+(ū(x) + v)=x+(Jd(x)−Rd(x))∇̄Hd|x
+(ū(x))
x +gd(x, v)v

(2)

with new Hamiltonian Hd : Rn → R≥0 possessing a local
minimum at x?, Jd(x) = −J>d (x), Rd(x) = R>d (x) � 0 and
gd(x, v) satisfying

vgd(x, v)= ū(x)(g(x, ū(x)+v)−g(x, ū(x)))+vg(x, ū(x)+v).
(3)

Accordingly, the closed-loop (2) verifies the new energy
balance equality

Hd(xk)−Hd(x0)=

k−1∑
i=0

viydi −
k−1∑
i=0

wdi ,∀k ∈ N,

with dissipation wd ≥ 0 and new passive output

yd(x, v) = g>d (x, v)∇̄Hd|x
+(ū(x)+v)
x+(ū(x)) . / (4)

It is worth to note that the problem of recovering the
Hamiltonian structure (2) under feedback is challenging be-
cause of the dependency in x+(ū(x)) of the discrete-gradient
∇̄Hd|x

+(ū(x))
x . For the ease of notation, in the following ū(x)

is denoted by ū.

III. IDA-PBC IN DISCRETE TIME

The solvability of the DT-IDA-PBC problem for dynamics
of the form (1a) is discussed in this section. A first characteri-
zation of the solution is given below when the interconnection
and damping matrices are not modified (i.e., Jd(x) = J(x) and
Rd(x) = R(x)).

Proposition 3.1: Given (1a) and x? ∈ E , the DT-IDA-PBC
problem is solvable for Jd(x) = J(x) and Rd(x) = R(x), if
there exist Hd(·) : Rn → R≥0 verifying

(i) ∇H(x?) = −∇Ha(x?)
(ii) H(x?)−H(x) < Ha(x)−Ha(x?) ∀x ∈ B/{x?},

with Ha(x) = Hd(x) − H(x) and B an open neighborhood
of x? and a feedback ū(x) satisfying u? = ū(x?) solution to
the matching equation

(J(x)−R(x))(∇̄Ha|x
+(ū)
x + ∇̄H|x

+(ū)
x

− ∇̄H|x
+

x ) = g(x, ū)ū. (5)

Moreover, x? ∈ E is a stable equilibrium for the closed-loop
port-Hamiltonian dynamics

x+(ū) = x+ (J(x)−R(x))∇̄Hd|x
+(ū)
x (6)

with Lyapunov function Hd(x). x? is asymptotically sta-
ble if the largest invariant set contained in {x ∈
Rn | ||∇̄Hd

∣∣x+(ū)

x
||2R = 0} is {x?}.

Proof. According to (i), Hd(x) has a critical point at
x? while (ii) provides that x? is a minimum. The feedback
ū(x) solution to (5) achieves the target dynamics (6) by
construction. Moreover, by specifying (5) at x = x? and
u? = ū(x?) one gets from (i),

−(J(x?)−R(x?))∇H(x?) = g(x?, ū(x?))ū(x?)

which is satisfied only if x? ∈ E . Finally, by qualifying Hd(x)
as a Lyapunov function for (6), (asymptotic) stability of x?
follow from (i), (ii) in Proposition 3.1 and the property 2) of
the discrete Hamiltonian form as in Section II.A. �

Allowing to modify the interconnection and damping matri-
ces enlarges the set of possible solutions that assign the desired
equilibrium so getting the following result.

Proposition 3.2: Consider (1a) and x? ∈ E , the DT-IDA-
PBC problem is solvable if there exist Hd(x) : Rn → R
satisfying (i), (ii) of Proposition 3.1 with Ha(x) = Hd(x) −
H(x), matrices Ja(x), Ra(x) and a feedback, ū = ū(x) :
Rn → R verifying the matching equation

((Jd(x)−Rd(x)))(∇̄H|x
+(ū)
x − ∇̄H|x

+

x + ∇̄Ha|x
+(ū)
x )

= g(x, ū)ū− (Ja(x)−Ra(x))∇̄H|x
+

x (7)

with Jd(x) := J(x) + Ja(x) = −J>d (x), Rd(x) := R(x) +
Ra(x) = R>d (x) � 0. Moreover, x? is a stable equilibrium
of the closed-loop system (2) with new Lyapunov function
Hd(x); it is asymptotically stable if the largest invariant set
contained in {x ∈ Rn | ||∇̄Hd

∣∣x+(ū)

x
||2Rd

= 0} is {x?}.
Proof. The matching equation (7) is deduced by equating

(2) with the right-hand side of (1a) under feedback u = ū(x)
provided that x? ∈ E . The control u = ū+v makes (1a) a port-
Hamiltonian dynamics of the form (2). The stability of x? ∈ E
is ensured by (i), (ii) in Proposition 3.1 and the property 2) of
the discrete Hamiltonian form as in Section II.A. �

Remark 3.1: A necessary condition for the solvability of (7)
is that there exists ū(x) satisfying the matching condition

g⊥(x, ū)
[
Ma(x)∇̄H|x

+

x +Md(x)(∇̄H|x
+(ū)
x

− ∇̄H|x
+

x + ∇̄Ha|x
+(ū)
x )

]
= 0 (8)

for all x ∈ Rn with Ma(x) = (Ja(x) − Ra(x)), Md(x) =
(Jd(x)−Rd(x)).

Remark 3.2: Albeit Proposition 3.1 characterizes all the
possible solutions, the computability of ū(x) remains chal-
lenging. Writing the discrete gradient in O(‖x+(u)− x+‖2)

∇̄H|x
+(u)
x =∇̄H|x

+

x +
1

2
∇2H(x)(x+(u)−x+)

+O(‖x+(u)−x+‖2)

with x+(u)−x+ = g(x, u)u and g(x, u) = g(x, 0) + O(|u|),
an approximate solution can be computed rewriting (7) as

Md(x)∇̄Ha|x
+

x +Ma(x)∇̄H|x
+

x = Kd(x)ū+O(|ū|2)

with Kd(x) = (Id − 1
2Md(x)∇2Hd(x))g(x, 0) so getting

ū = K†d(x)
(
Ma(x)∇̄H|x

+

x +Md(x)∇̄Ha|x
+

x

)
and ∇2Hd(x?) 6= 0.



Remark 3.3: The approximate solution highlighted in Re-
mark 3.2 only yields local stability of the closed-loop equi-
librium x? ∈ E . However, global validity can be recovered by
setting ūa(x) = λ(x)ū(x) with λ(·) > 0 suitably defined as
in [22, Theorem 2.2].

IV. LINEAR PORT-HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

In this section, discussing the LTI case, necessary and
sufficient conditions for solving the IDA-PBC problem are
provided with a constructive solution for the control.

Assuming a quadratic Hamiltonian H(x) = 1
2x
>Px with

P =P>�0 and c∈R, the discrete gradient takes the form

∇̄H|x
+

x =
1

2
P (x+ + x).

A LTI discrete port-Hamiltonian dynamics is described by

x+(u) = x+
1

2
(J −R)P (x+ + x) +Bu (9)

with matrices J = −J>, R = R> � 0 and P = P> � 0.
The explicit state-space representation is computed by solving
(9) in x+(0) = x+ with u = 0 so getting

x+(u) = Ax+Bu (10)

where x+(u) = x(k + 1), x+ = Ax and

A =
(
I − 1

2
(J −R)P

)−1(
I +

1

2
(J −R)P

)
with, by definition, I − 1

2 (J − R)P nonsingular [20]. In this
context, the set of admissible equilibria in Definition 2.3 for
(9) specifies as E := ker{B⊥(J −R)P}.

Under this premise, the DT-IDA-PBC problem reduces in
finding u = ū + v which makes x? ∈ E stable for the
closed-loop port-Hamiltonian system associated with the new
Hamiltonian Hd(x) = 1

2 (x− x?)>Pd(x− x?); namely,

x+(ū+v)=x+
1

2
(Jd−Rd)Pd(x+(ū)+x−2x?)+Bv (11)

with Jd = J>d , Rd = R>d � 0, and Pd = P>d � 0 and,
equivalently in closed form,

x+(ū+ v)= Adx+Ad,?x? +Bv (12)

with x+(ū)= Adx+Ad,?x? and

Ad =
(
I − 1

2
(Jd −Rd)Pd

)−1(
I +

1

2
(Jd −Rd)Pd

)
(13a)

Ad,?=−
(
I − 1

2
(Jd −Rd)Pd

)−1
(Jd −Rd)Pd. (13b)

The following result is deduced from Proposition 3.2 and
provides a necessary and sufficient condition for solving the
DT-IDA-PBC problem with matching equation (7) given by

(J−R)
P

2
(x++x)+Bū=(Jd−Rd)

Pd
2

(x+(ū)+x− 2x?)

(14)

or, equivalently, as

Ax+Bū = Adx+Ad,?x?. (15)

Theorem 4.1: Given the LTI dynamics (9), and x? ∈ E , the
DT-IDA-PBC problem is solvable for (9) if and only if there
exist Ja, Ra and Pa solutions to

B⊥(Ja −Ra)P +B⊥(Ja + J −Ra −R)Pa = 0 (16)

such that Jd = (J +Ja) = −J>d , Rd = (R+Ra) = R>d � 0,
and Pd = (P + Pa) � 0. In addition, the feedback assigning
the port-Hamiltonian dynamics (11) (or, equivalently, (12))
with x? ∈ E is given by

ū = B†
{
Md

Pd
2

(x+(ū) + x− 2x?)−M
P

2
(x+ + x)

}
(17)

and in the explicit form, by

ū = B†(Ad −A)x+B†Ad,?x? (18)

with Ad and Ad,? as in (13).
Proof. One must prove that (16) is necessary and sufficient for
solving the matching equation (14). For necessity, by virtue of
Remark 3.1, if the problem is solvable (i.e., (14) holds), then
the matching condition (8), specified as

B⊥[Md
Pd
2

(x+(ū) + x− 2x?)−M
P

2
(x+ + x)]=0, (19)

holds. By manipulating the equality above on gets

B⊥
[
Md

Pd
2
−MP

2

]
(x++x)=−B⊥Md

Pd
2

(x+(ū)−x+−2x?)

whereby the right-hand-side vanishes, because

B⊥Md
Pd
2

(x+(ū)−x+−2x?)=B⊥
[
(x+(ū)−x)−(x+−x)

]
= B⊥[x+(ū)− x+] = B⊥Bū = 0,

so getting B⊥
[
MdPd−MP

]
(x+ + x) = 0. By equivalence

between (9) and (10), and rewriting x+ + x = (A + Id)x =
(Id − 1

2MP )−1x, one gets

B⊥
[
MdPd−MP

]
(x++ x)

= B⊥
[
MdPd−MP

]
(Id −

1

2
MP )−1x = 0

which must hold for all x ∈ Rn. By nonsingularity of (Id −
MP

2 )−1, the above equality implies B⊥
[
MdPd−MP

]
= 0 that

is (16) by definition of Md = J+Ja−R−Ra and Pd = P +
Pa. Then, necessity is proved. The sufficiency works out by
showing that, if (16) holds, the feedback (17) (or, equivalently,
(18)) solves the problem. To this end, plugging the feedback
(17) into (14) one has

BB†
{
Md

Pd
2

(x+(ū) + x− 2x?)−M
P

2
(x+ + x)

}
= Md

Pd
2

(x+(ū) + x− 2x?)−M
P

2
(x++ x).

Since BB† = Id − (B⊥)>[(B⊥(B⊥)>]−1B⊥, the equality
above reduces to

−(B⊥)>[(B⊥(B⊥)>]−1B⊥
{
Md

Pd
2

(x+(ū) + x− 2x?)

−MP

2
(x+ + x)

}
= 0

which holds true as (Ja, Ra, Pa) satisfy (16) and (19). As a
consequence, the feedback solution to (17) assigns the target



dynamics (11) to (9). As far as the explicit form is concerned,
plugging u = ū+v into (10), with ū as in (18), one gets (12).
�

We note that the matching condition (14) takes the form of
a matrix equality.

Remark 4.1: The design can be addressed in two steps: first,
one solves the linear equality (16) specifying the matching
equation in the port-Hamiltonian formalism; then, the feedback
of the form ū = Fx + F?x?. with F = B†(Ad − A) and
F? = B†Ad,? can be exactly computed making reference to
the explicit representations associated to (9) and (11).

V. IDA-PBC FOR SAMPLED LTI MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

The proposed discrete IDA-PBC strategy is applied to
sampled-data stabilization of a linear mechanical system.

As discussed in [4], LTI mechanical systems involve
quadratic potential energy and constant inertia so that the
Hamiltonian is given by H(q, p) = 1

2p
>M−1p+ 1

2q
>Kq with

mass M � 0, stiffness K � 0 and momentum p = Mq̇,
with (q, p) denoting the generalized coordinates. For the sake
of simplicity assume that the continuous-time LTI mechan-
ical system evolves in R2. The associated port-Hamiltonian
dynamics is given by

ẋ =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
∇H(x) +

(
0
G

)
u (20)

with x = col(q, p) ∈ R2 and G ∈ R. The origin of (20)
is stable and the admissible equilibrium x? is contained in
E := span{col(q̄, 0)}, ∀q̄ ∈ R.

A. Sampled-data equivalent representation

The equivalent sampled-data model of (20) can be computed
exploiting the exact discretization proposed in [20].

Proposition 5.1: Consider the continuous-time system (20),
then there exists T ? > 0 (the maximum allowable sampling
period) such that for any δ ∈]0, T ?[ its sampled equivalent
port-Hamiltonian dynamics (9) is

x+(u) = x+
1

2
JδP (x+ + x) +Bδu (21)

with x+ = x+(0) = Aδx, ω =
√

K
M

Jδ=

(
0 sin(ωδ)

ω(1+cos(ωδ))

− sin(ωδ)
ω(1+cos(ωδ)) 0

)
, P =

(
K 0
0 M−1

)
Bδ=

(
1
K (1−cos(ωδ))

1
ω sin(ωδ)

)
, Aδ=

(
cos(ωδ) ω

K sin(ωδ)
−Mω sin(ωδ) cos(ωδ)

)
.

Proof. The proof follows the line of [20, Theorem 4.18].
Rewriting (20) as ẋ = JPx + Bu, then Bδ =

∫ δ
0
eτJPdτB,

Aδ = (I − 1
2 (Jδ − Rδ)P )−1(I + 1

2 (Jδ − Rδ)Pd), and Jδ =
2
δ (eδJP − Id)(eδJP + Id)

−1P−1. �

The discrete-time model (21), parametrized by δ, represents
the exact sampled-data equivalent model of (20). In partic-
ular, it possesses the discrete port-Hamiltonian structure (9)
and, contrarily to standard models adopted in the literature,
preserves, for all t = kδ, k ≥ 0 and δ ≥ 0, the same

energetic properties as the continuous-time one in (20). For
these reasons, (21) is instrumental to compute a piecewise
constant control assigning x? ∈ E to (20) via DT-IDA-PBC.

B. Discrete IDA-PBC design

Applying Theorem 4.1, the mechanical system can be
stabilized at x? = col(q̄, 0) through discrete-time IDA-PBC
once selected Ja, Ra, Pa so that (16) specifies as

Bδ⊥[(Jδa −Rδa)P − (Jδ + Jδa −Rδ −Rδa)Pa] = 0,

with Bδ⊥ = α
(

1
ω sin(ωδ) K cos(ωδ)−K

)
for any δ ∈

]0, T ?[ and α ∈ R. Fixing Jδa = 0, the admissible equilibrium
x? = col(q̄, 0) can be assigned to (20) under the choice

Pa =

(
0 0
0 Ps

)
, with Ps =

1

M
S̃

Rδa =

(
ω(1− cos(ωδ)) 1

K sin(ωδ)
1
K sin(ωδ) 1

Kω (1 + cos(ωδ)− 1
ω

S̃
S̃+1

)

)
where S̃ is freely chosen so that −1 ≤ S̃ ≤ ρ

1−ρ with ρ =

ωK−1
K (1 + cos(δ)) so to guarantee Pd � 0. Finally, the IDA-

PBC control solution to (17) is given by

ū = Bδ†[(Aδd −Aδ)x+Aδd,?x?] (22)

with assigned dynamical matrices

Aδd = (I − 1

2
(Jδ −Rδa)Pd)

−1(I +
1

2
(Jδ −Rδa)Pd),

Aδd,? = −(I − 1

2
(Jδ −Rδa)Pd)

−1(Jδ −Rδa)Pd.

Remark 5.1: The proposed solution is based on a direct
discrete-digital design and differs from the continuous-time
one as it requires constructive matrices Rδa and P δa induced
by the annihilator Bδ⊥. This ad hoc direct-digital design also
differs from those proposed in [9]–[11], [17] which strictly
rely upon matching of the continuous-time dissipation and an
approximate Hamiltonian form of the discrete-time model.

C. Simulation results

Simulations show the asymptotic stabilization of x? =
col(2, 0) of the system (20). Setting M = K = 1 and
x0 = col(20, 10), Figure 1 and Figure 2 depict the closed-loop
behavior and the control effort of the proposed IDA-PBC in
(22) (blue), the standard discrete IDA-PBC in [10] (red), and
the continuous-time IDA-PBC in [4] (black) and its emulation-
based controller (green).

Figure 1a shows that as far as δ is small enough asymptotic
stabilization of x? is achieved under any one of the controllers;
in particular the emulated (green) and the standard discrete
controllers (red) provide trajectories which are close to the
continuous-time ones (black), while the proposed controller
(blue) provides a different behavior (as it is a direct digital
design). As δ increases, the emulated control fails (Figure 1b-
2b); moreover at δ = 2.3375, the literature control makes the
corresponding trajectories fall into a limit cycle (Figure 1c)
until failing in stabilizing as δ increases (Figure 1d-2d); such
a cycle is due to the assignment to the discrete model of (20)
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Fig. 1. Phase-portrait of (20) with IDA-PBC (22) (blue), discrete IDA-PBC
in [10] (red), continuous IDA-PBC in [4] (black) and its emulated (green).

of one eigenvalue in λ1 = −1 and the other with |λ2| ≤ 1.
The effectiveness of the proposed controller is clear as it still
stabilizes x?.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel IDA-PBC strategy for discrete port-Hamiltonian
dynamics is proposed. Although a solution to the implicit
matching equation is challenging to determine, a novel ap-
proach is proposed in the nonlinear context and fully devel-
oped in the LTI case. It is shown through an example that
the proposed strategy asymptotically stabilizes the admissible
equilibrium for any sampling period δ. Perspectives concern
sufficient conditions for satisfying the matching equality based
on approximations of the discrete gradient.
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